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Abstract: Although work events can be regarded as pivotal elements of organizational life, only a
few studies have examined how positive and negative events relate to and combine to affect work
engagement over time. Theory suggests that, to better understand how current events affect work
engagement (WE), we have to account for recent events that have preceded these current events.
We present competing theoretical views on how recent and current work events may affect employees
(e.g., getting used to a high frequency of negative events or becoming more sensitive to negative
events). Although the occurrence of events implies discrete changes in the experience of work, prior
research has not considered whether work events actually accumulate to sustained mid-term changes
in WE. To address these gaps in the literature, we conducted a week-level longitudinal study across a
period of 15 consecutive weeks among 135 employees, which yielded 849 weekly observations. While
positive events were associated with higher levels of WE within the same week, negative events were
not. Our results support neither satiation nor sensitization processes. However, a high frequency
of negative events in the preceding week amplified the beneficial effects of positive events on WE
in the current week. Growth curve analyses show that the benefits of positive events accumulate
to sustain high levels of WE. WE dissipates in the absence of a continuous experience of positive
events. Our study adds a temporal component by highlighting that positive events affect work
engagement, particularly in light of recent negative events. Our study informs research that has
taken a feature-oriented perspective on the dynamic interplay of job demands and resources.

Keywords: affective events; work engagement; sensitization-satiation effects; job demands-resources
model; experience sampling; growth curve modeling

1. Introduction

From a psychological perspective, organizational life can be understood in terms of a
chain of events [1]. Despite calls to take issues of time more seriously [2–5], researchers
in the field of occupational health psychology have only recently begun to consider the
dynamics of relevant phenomena, such as employee strain and engagement [6], through
the lens of work events [7]. Work engagement has been described as “a positive, fulfilling,
work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication, and absorption” [8].
Furthermore, work engagement has attracted considerable research interest within the
last 15 years [9–11]. In particular, job characteristics have been identified as major drivers
of work engagement [6,10,11], and empirical evidence has consistently shown that work
engagement is determined by the interplay of different types of job characteristics (e.g., re-
sources such as autonomy and demands such as workload) [12]. However, to fully under-
stand the experience of work and how it relates to employee outcomes (e.g., engagement),
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it is advisable to go beyond generalized perceptions of how a job usually is (i.e., job charac-
teristics measured by surveys in terms of job demands and resources). More specifically,
there is a need to consider dynamic aspects (i.e., day-to-day fluctuations in job charac-
teristics) [12,13] as well as factors that are more proximal to employee experiences over
time [14]. Therefore, a focus on enacted job characteristics—that is, events and activities
in the job as they happen [14]—is warranted. Work events differ from job features in that
they are “discrete and bounded in space and time“ [1]. Therefore, the study of work events
(versus job characteristics) would provide the opportunity to add a temporal component
to the research on job characteristics [6] and to examine work events as more proximal
antecedents of work engagement [13,14]. In other words, the study of work events rather
than job characteristics would provide the opportunity to specify and examine how the
different situations that employees experience at work combine to affect work engagement
over time. For instance, over the course of a workweek, employees are likely to experience
a series of positive events (e.g., praise from a supervisor after successfully finishing an im-
portant task) and negative events (e.g., an episode of interpersonal conflict with colleagues).
Although the occurrence of each of these events is individually associated with short-term
fluctuations in work engagement in its own right [15], it is likely that the last week’s work
events carry over to affect work engagement during the current workweek [16]. Further-
more, different work events may interact to predict work engagement. Put another way,
receiving praise from one’s supervisor in the current week’s team meeting may foster
work engagement, but the events of the previous week (e.g., positive feedback from the
same supervisor or interpersonal conflict with colleagues) may alter the impact of this
current event [see 1]. Hence, it is worthwhile to consider work events embedded within a
chain of events over time [17]. To account for the richness of the work experience [18], we
drew on a taxonomy of work events that encompasses a broad range of relevant positive
and negative work events [7]. This taxonomy was derived from qualitative research [7]
and can be considered exhaustive with regard to the most relevant work events from the
perspective of employees. The taxonomy provides an integrative framework covering a
broad range of work events that have been considered in the literature to date (see [7] for
a literature review). In the present study, we leverage this taxonomy to determine which
specific type of work event is most relevant to work engagement, aside from the effects of
positive and negative work events in general terms.

Above, we have outlined that an event-oriented approach permits specifying the
order of what happens and interactions among current events and recent events. Recently,
Wickham and Knee [16] have proposed applying experience sampling data to analyze such
interactions between current events and recent events to describe psychological processes
of sensitization and satiation over time. For instance, in the case of sensitization, last week’s
conflict makes the current week’s conflict seem worse. That is, employees become more
vulnerable or susceptible to work events with each episode. Conversely, in the case of
satiation, last week’s conflict makes this week’s conflict seem less threatening. In other
words, employees become less vulnerable or susceptible to work events with each episode.
We adopt this approach to examine sensitization and satiation to the study of both positive
and negative events predicting work engagement. Furthermore, a positive event like praise
from the supervisor may yield particularly strong effects on work engagement after a nega-
tive event has occurred [17,19,20]. Hence, we extend the sensitization-satiation perspective
and scrutinize the interplay of positive events and negative events from one week to the
next week. Interestingly, experiencing a set of events in a given order (e.g., conflict with
colleagues after praise from the supervisor) may not be equivalent to the reverse order and
is likely to result in different levels of work engagement. However, theory and empirical
research on job characteristics and work engagement so far have largely focused on the
situational features of work [12] and have rarely considered temporal issues in depth. Put
another way, research on job demands and resources usually does not distinguish between
experiencing a specific resource prior to or after being confronted with high levels of a
specific job demand. Accordingly, in this study, we aim to account for the order of positive
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and negative events and examine competing hypotheses. Given that job characteristics
are linked to work events as more proximal precursors of work engagement [13,14], our
event-oriented temporal approach has implications beyond the study of work events per
se. In this sense, the different types of work events correspond to immediate situational
consequences of a broad range of job characteristics [13,14]. Hence, our research informs
researchers interested in the interplay of job demands and job resources and may contribute
to reconcile inconsistent findings on this interplay as well.

On a related note, it is important to gain insights into how frequent exposure to
positive and negative events may accumulate to affect work engagement over longer
periods of time [6,21,22]. These insights are important as they pave the way to connect
transient processes to longer-term processes underlying employee well-being [21]. In the
study of work events, researchers have rarely gone beyond considering the cross-sectional
associations or short-term effects of events over a couple of hours (see [7] for a review).
Hence, we know little about sustained effects due to the accumulation of negative or
positive events over time. However, if work events do not have longer-term implications
for individual outcomes, one may question their practical relevance [21]. Conversely,
studying accumulation effects may contribute to gain insights in how mundane events
in the daily grind of work add up and lead to potentially profound changes in work
engagement over time. We therefore conducted a week-level diary study over a period of
four months, which fits these aims best: capturing meaningful events shortly after they
happen, but, at the same time, monitoring mid-term changes in work engagement by
applying an intensified longitudinal design.

Our study contributes to the literature in at least two ways. First, we add a temporal
perspective to the research on relationships between job characteristics and work engagement
by considering sensitization and satiation to positive and negative events. This approach is
important because it allows us to specify the order of events and the interplay of current and
recent events. Second, we extend the sensitization-satiation perspective and examine whether
positive and negative events combine to affect work engagement from one week to the next.
In this sense, we follow the call for applying experience sampling data for analyzing the effects
of work events within the context of a history of preceding events [1,15].

1.1. What Happens in the Short Run: Work Events as Antecedents of Work Engagement

In recent years, evidence on antecedents of work engagement at the intraindividual
level has started to accumulate [12]. However, links between work events and work en-
gagement have rarely been considered explicitly. According to Weiss and Cropanzano [13],
affective events are “things [that] happen to people in work settings” to which “people
react emotionally” (p. 11). From the perspective of the conservation of resources theory [23],
positive events signal the availability of resources or opportunities for resource gain [24].
Given that positive work events refer to experiences that either overlap in content with
or are triggered by resources such as rewards or reinforcement [12,25,26], we assume that
positive events at work are positively related to work engagement. Accordingly, positive
work events, such as praise from supervisors, predict work engagement within [19,27] and
between individuals [26]. By contrast, negative events can be considered factors that detract
attention and may inhibit engagement in focal tasks [28]. So far, empirical evidence on
negative events and work engagement has been mixed. One study has favored significant
negative links between negative events and work engagement at the day-level [15,19]. By
contrast, other researchers found negligible lagged associations with work engagement [29].
Their results suggest no lagged main effects of previous-day positive event intensity on
work engagement the next day. Moreover, in some studies negative events paradoxically
even yielded beneficial lagged effects on job satisfaction [17] and work engagement [19].
More specifically, given these inconsistencies, we need to account for what happens in
the aftermath of the focal events. Events probably do not affect employee well-being in
isolation, and it is unlikely that “participants in diary studies . . . become a tabula rasa
once they have completed the diary report for a given interval” [16]. Therefore, the present
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study incorporates a temporal component and considers work events embedded in a series
of events that may happen to an employee over time [1,17]. For one, we take into account
that the effects of recent events on work engagement may carry over from one week to the
next and affect work engagement. Second, we consider how past events affect the impact
of current work events. Given that there are contrasting views on what the interplay of
work events may look like, we formulate competing hypotheses. Prototypical patterns
of interactions are depicted in Figure 1. Panel A refers to prototypical patterns of work
engagement that may arise from the interaction of current × lagged positive events. Panel
B describes prototypical patterns for interactions of current × lagged negative events.
Finally, Panel C illustrates how positive events and negative events may combine over
time to affect work engagement. Given that we aim to extend the perspective beyond
prior-day-level research, we focus on links and interactions at the week-level, which is a
time frame rarely applied to work events. This approach appears to be adequate, because
the seven-day week is a salient unit for structuring time [30]. Furthermore, week-to-week
associations tap into less transient and more profound effects over time [31].

1.2. Temporal Patterns of Positive Events

While the concurrent association between positive events and work engagement is
well-established [15,19,26,27,29], the carryover effects of positive events on work engage-
ment have rarely been considered (see [29] for the only exception). However, [29] was
focused on negative event intensity and several features of their design (e.g., events sam-
pled on three consecutive days only, time frame of focal measures referred to the day level),
their measures (e.g., affective reaction to events versus frequency of events as predictor),
and their focal analyses (e.g., coefficients for positive events when controlling for several
other aspects) prevent us from drawing strong conclusions regarding lagged effects of pos-
itive events per se. Basically, there are two perspectives: First, positive events experienced
in the course of the previous workweek may linger on to affect work engagement in the
current week, for instance by means of positive reflection (e.g., about successfully finishing
a project) [32] or capitalization on the same event through social sharing with others [33].
Second, positive events from the previous workweek may change the way current positive
events are perceived and experienced. To investigate these temporal processes, Wickham
and Knee [16] have suggested applying interactions of current events (concurrent) and
more recent events (lagged) to experience sampling data. As illustrated in Figure 1A,
there are two prototypical patterns of the interaction. On the one hand, employees may
get used to high frequencies of positive events. For instance, research on the hedonic
treadmill suggests that individual standards may change, and positive events will be taken
for granted when positive events have occurred frequently before [34]. That is, in light
of many positive events in the previous week, current-week high frequencies of positive
events have a reduced impact on work engagement. Throughout this manuscript, we
label this pattern the satiation effect (right side of Figure 1A) (Wickham and Knee [15]).
On the other hand, positive events in the past may contribute to benefits even more from
current positive events, as positive events broaden awareness for positive events that might
follow [35]. Throughout this manuscript, we label this pattern the intensification effect
(right side of Figure 1A). Positive events may even trigger behaviors of the individual that
provoke positive events in the future [36]. Given that there are competing theoretical views
and that prior empirical results do not allow for firm conclusions, we state two competing
hypotheses for satiation versus intensification effects:

Hypothesis 1. Concurrent positive events in week n and lagged positive events in week n-1 interact
to predict work engagement in week n. Lagged positive events (a) amplify (intensification) or (b)
alleviate the effect of concurrent positive events (satiation).
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1.3. Temporal Patterns of Negative Events

The rationale regarding sensitization and satiation effects presented above can also be
applied to negative events. The prototypical patterns of work engagement are illustrated in
Figure 1B. Negative work events in the previous workweek may affect employees even after
a couple of days have passed [29,37]. So, negative events in the current workweek may shift
attention to negative cues in the environment and make employees react more sensitively
to negative events during the next workweek [22,38]. In line with this perspective, Farmer
and Kashdan [39] found that individuals reacted more sensitively to negative social events
on a given day when negative events had preceded the day before. A prototypical pattern
of work engagement is depicted on the left side of Figure 1B. Throughout this manuscript,
we label this pattern the sensitization effect.

By contrast, from the perspective of the allostatic load model [40], it is also plausible
that employees will adapt to negative events and will not mind negative events when they
re-occur. This may be because employees might become more proficient in dealing with
negative events [41] or become more resilient due to having been challenged before [42].
Throughout this manuscript, we label this pattern adaptation [43]. In sum, negative events
in the previous workweek, may make employees either more susceptible to the detrimental
effects of negative events (sensitization) or may contribute to adapting to negative events
(adaptation, see right side of Figure 1B). Again, we state two competing hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2. Concurrent negative events in week n and lagged negative events in week n-1
interact to predict work engagement in week n. Lagged negative events (a) amplify (sensitization)
or (b) reduce the effect of concurrent negative events (adaptation).

1.4. The Interplay of Positive and Negative Events over Time

Beyond sensitization and satiation effects, our study addresses the question of whether
experiencing positive events in the aftermath of negative events results in different levels
of work engagement than experiencing positive events after a period of few positive
events. Above we have discussed that positive events in the previous week may broaden
awareness of and strengthen the impact of current positive events. In a similar way,
negative events in the past may also change the way current positive events are perceived.
For instance, experience-sampling research on work events and after-work fatigue—a
state of tiredness and reduced functional capacity—suggest that employees benefit most
from positive events in the face of negative events and in the face of chronically high job
demands [20]. Other researchers have argued that work engagement results from a shift
in affect in the aftermath of negative events – that is, down-regulation of negative affect
and up-regulation of positive affect [19]. Empirically, these authors found that negative
events enhance, rather than impair work engagement, when followed by high levels of
positive affect. Given that prior research is mute on the triggers of affective shift and the
beneficial effects on work engagement, we consider positive work events to be predictors,
because positive events have consistently been linked to positive affective outcomes [7].
Positive events in the aftermath of negative events may be particularly beneficial for
work engagement because positive events create a contrast effect at the backdrop of prior
negative events [20,44,45]. Accordingly, and in line with the contrast after a negative-events
perspective, we expect that negative events in the past and current positive events interact
to predict work engagement. A prototypical pattern of work engagement is depicted on
the left side of Figure 1C. Throughout this manuscript, we label this pattern the contrast
effect. More specifically, we expect that positive events in the aftermath of negative events
will have a particularly strong effect on work engagement:

Hypothesis 3. Concurrent positive events in week n and lagged negative events in week n-1
interact to predict work engagement in week n. Lagged negative events amplify the effect of positive
events (contrast effect after negative events).
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To gain a more complete picture of how positive and negative events interact over
time, we need to consider whether positive events in the past change the impact of current
negative events. We argue, that positive events in the previous workweek may also
contribute to build up personal resources [24,25] that change the way current negative
events affect work engagement. For instance, a high frequency of positive events in the
previous workweek is associated with positive affect [7] and may therefore replenish
coping resources [46]. In this sense, positive events likely strengthen self-efficacy [47] and
self-regulation capacity [48] as personal resources (see, for instance [49]). Hence, after
experiencing positive events in the previous workweek, employees may be well-equipped
to face negative events in the current week. In line with this idea, Kuba and Scheibe [15]
found that habitual acceptance as a personal resource buffers the detrimental effects of
negative events on work engagement at the day-level. Given that positive events likely feed
personal resources and that resources, in turn, attenuate the detrimental effects of negative
events on work engagement, we assume that positive events in the previous workweek
attenuate the impact of negative events in the current week. Throughout this manuscript
we label this pattern the buffering effect. A prototypical pattern of work engagement is
depicted on the right side of Figure 1C.

Hypothesis 4. Concurrent negative events in week n and lagged positive events in week n-1
interact to predict work engagement in week n. Lagged positive events attenuate the effect of current
negative events (buffering effect).

1.5. What Happens in the Long Run: Sustained Effects of Work Events over Time

Recently, Ilies and Aw (2015) have reviewed the theory and empirical evidence on
intraindividual models of well-being and noted that we need to connect transient processes
(as reflected in fluctuations in well-being from day to day) to longer-term processes (as
reflected in changes in well-being over periods of weeks, months, or years). If applied
research provides evidence that, for instance, positive events are associated with sustained
changes in work engagement over longer periods of time, these findings would underscore
the practical relevance of these concepts in organizations from a practitioner’s point of view,
whereas associations at the day- or week-level may reflect fluctuations around characteristic
average levels that might be largely stable over time (see also [34]), sustained effects address
the issue of whether work events indeed yield chronically beneficial effects [21]. Given
that prior intraindividual research has not considered this aspect empirically, we examine
whether frequent exposure to positive and negative events is associated with mid-term
changes in work engagement over time at the interindividual level.

Drawing on the conservation of resources theory [23], it has been suggested that
work engagement results from resource abundance [50,51]. According to Halbesleben
and colleagues [25], positive aspects in organizational settings like social support, justice,
and trust act as signals that the “investment of resources will help the individual realize
his or her goal of achieving more resources.” (p. 1347). Given that positive events tap
into these kinds of signals, we assume that a high frequency of such signals over time is
associated with gains in work engagement. The frequent experience of positive events
over time should accumulate to feed higher levels of work engagement. In other words,
trajectories of work engagement should be more positive (steeper increase) when positive
events occur frequently compared to when positive events occur infrequently.

Hypothesis 5. Trajectories in work engagement differ between persons dependent upon the
frequency of positive events over time. Higher (lower) frequencies of positive events are associated
with steeper (flatter) increases in work engagement.

Given the pioneering nature of our study with regard to mid-term trajectories of
work engagement dependent upon accumulation of work events, we do not state a formal
hypothesis on the effects the frequency of negative events over time might have. How-
ever, we do investigate the concurrent effects of the frequency of negative events within
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our focal analyses on the accumulation of positive events. Our analyses, therefore, also
provide insights into the relative importance of positive versus negative events for work
engagement in the long run.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Procedure

Drawing on the rationale outlined above, we conducted a week-level diary study
across a period of four months. Participants filled in a general survey containing demo-
graphics and other variables assumed to be largely stable across time. After registering
for the study and filling out the general survey, participants received emails inviting them
to complete short diary questionnaires across a period of 15 consecutive weeks with two
questionnaires per week. The procedure and materials of this study have not undergone
examination by an ethics committee, as the measures and procedures of our study followed
the protocols of standard self-report experience sampling research in applied psychology,
and we did not touch sensitive topics (e.g. sexual orientation). Our study fully complied
with the standards of the Department of Psychology at the University of Hagen, which
included strict guidelines to guarantee the anonymity of the self-reported data. Individuals
interested in participating in our study were informed about the general aims and the
protocol of the study before their participation. All participants gave their informed consent
for inclusion before they participated in the study. The study was conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. Our protocol did not include any form of deception of
participants. Participation was voluntary, and participants had the opportunity to quit
whenever they wanted.

2.2. Sample

Our 135 participants were employees who were enrolled in a psychology distance-
learning program at a German university that offers these courses primarily for individuals
who study besides their regular jobs and occupations. Participants received course credit
for filling out the general survey and the diary questionnaires. Credit was commensurate
with the number of completed weekly surveys and participants who completed ten or
more surveys received some extra credit.

Seventy-seven percent of our participants were female. The average age was 35.41 years
(SD = 9.93), ranging from 18 to 61 years. Tenure within the organization ranged from less
than one year to 28 years (M = 6.79, SD = 7.34). Participants came from diverse industries,
mainly from healthcare (19%), the service sector (16%), education (10%), and commerce
(9%). Participants had either full-time or part-time jobs and worked, on average, 32.18 h
per week (SD = 9.92); 75% had a permanent contract, and 29% had a leadership position. In
total, we received 849 observations (person-weeks) for Friday from 135 persons (on average
6.3 weeks per person, 42% of the theoretically possible 2025 observations) suited for use in
our growth curve models. Our analyses of short-term lagged effects from one week to the
next week, however, relied on matched observations from two consecutive weeks. Given
that participants had missing data for single or several weeks over the course of 15 weeks,
our analyses of the short-term effects were based on a sample of 490 matched observations
from 101 employees. Descriptive information and zero-order correlations for the full
sample and the matched sample at the intraindividual level and at the interindividual level
are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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Table 1. Correlations Among Study Variables at the Intraindividual Level.

Variable ICC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Goal attainment, problem-solving,
task-related success 0.40 0.60 0.28 0.39 0.45 −0.06 0.05 0.07 −0.04 −0.06 0.01 0.74 −0.01 0.38

2. Perceived competence in or through social
interactions 0.47 0.62 0.25 0.41 0.56 −.02 −0.07 0.03 −0.05 −0.16 −0.12 0.77 −0.10 0.45

3. Work-related good news 0.30 0.28 0.23 0.27 0.36 −0.03 0.03 0.04 0.09 −0.02 −0.02 0.56 0.03 0.23
4. Passively experienced positive events 0.46 0.40 0.40 0.27 0.54 −0.02 −0.09 −0.07 −0.15 −0.18 −0.25 0.76 −0.20 0.45
5. Praise, appreciation, positive feedback 0.44 0.50 0.60 0.35 0.56 −0.02 0.07 −0.02 0.04 −0.10 −0.09 0.82 −0.02 0.43

6. Technical difficulties, problems with work
tools and equipment 0.45 −0.07 0.00 −0.05 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.18 0.26 0.15 −0.04 0.46 −0.13

7. Hindrances in goal attainment, obstacles in
completing work tasks, overload 0.39 0.12 −0.02 0.03 −0.08 0.13 0.01 0.36 0.44 0.33 0.23 0.00 0.67 −0.04

8. Problems in interactions with clients or
patients 0.41 0.05 0.00 0.00 −0.06 −0.03 0.00 0.39 0.20 0.30 0.22 0.01 0.54 0.04

9. Ambiguity, insecurity, loss of control 0.45 −0.04 −0.03 0.10 −0.13 0.08 0.18 0.44 0.18 0.45 0.37 -0.04 0.71 −0.15
10. Conflicts and communication problems 0.43 −0.07 −0.16 0.00 −0.16 −0.06 0.27 0.35 0.37 0.43 0.51 −0.15 0.74 −0.13

11. Managerial and internal problems,
organizational climate 0.49 0.05 −0.10 0.03 −0.23 −0.04 0.10 0.27 0.26 0.33 0.46 −0.14 0.64 −0.15

12. Positive events 0.53 0.75 0.77 0.54 0.76 0.84 −0.02 0.05 −0.02 −0.01 −0.13 −0.10 −0.09 0.54
13. Negative events 0.57 0.02 −0.08 0.03 −0.17 0.03 0.43 0.69 0.55 0.70 0.74 0.63 -0.05 −0.15
14. Work engagement 0.61 0.31 0.42 0.18 0.37 0.36 −0.12 −0.04 0.07 −0.17 −0.09 −0.11 0.45 −0.13
15. Work engagement (lagged) – 0.42 0.48 0.24 0.46 0.42 −0.13 −0.01 0.09 −0.17 −0.08 −0.08 0.56 −0.11 0.67

Note: Correlations above the diagonal are week-level correlations in the full sample (k = 849). Correlations below the diagonal are week-level correlations in the matched sample (k = 490). Correlations in bold
type are significant at p < 0.05. Bold is necessary to mark significant correlations.
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Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among Study Variables at the Interindividual Level.

Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1. Gender a, b 0.77 0.42 -
−0.06 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.09 −0.07 −0.12 −0.05 0.04 −0.01 −0.03 0.04 −0.06 0.02

2. Age in years b 35.75 10.38 −0.01 −0.06 0.13 0.04 0.06 −0.04 −0.01 0.00 −0.04 −0.28 −0.15 −0.14 0.04 −0.16 0.11

3. Goal attainment, problem-solving,
task-related success 3.17 0.87 0.15 −0.04 0.53 0.38 0.44 0.37 −0.13 −0.19 0.07 −0.14 −0.14 −0.10 0.69 −0.16 0.45

4. Perceived competence in or through social
interactions 3.37 0.86 0.12 0.10 0.72 0.39 0.51 0.64 −0.05 −0.22 0.09 −0.19 −0.23 −0.22 0.82 −0.21 0.48

5. Work-related good news 1.53 0.75 −0.03 0.03 0.41 0.40 0.41 0.49 −0.05 −0.17 0.07 −0.04 −0.05 −0.11 0.67 −0.09 0.50
6. Passively experienced positive events 2.59 1.11 0.05 0.07 0.49 0.59 0.36 0.61 −0.08 −0.17 0.02 −0.29 −0.23 −0.34 0.80 −0.27 0.67
7. Praise, appreciation, positive feedback 2.47 1.03 0.05 0.04 0.45 0.68 0.51 0.72 −0.12 −0.22 −0.02 −0.10 −0.26 −0.20 0.83 −0.23 0.63

8. Technical difficulties, problems with work
tools and equipment 1.76 0.98 −0.02 −0.07 −0.16 −0.32 0.01 −0.18 −0.19 0.28 0.18 0.27 0.43 0.34 −0.11 0.61 −0.23

9. Hindrances in goal attainment, obstacles in
completing work tasks, overload 1.85 1.1 −0.10 −0.07 −0.21 −0.29 −0.10 −0.24 −0.14 0.36 0.42 0.48 0.42 0.15 −0.25 0.67 −0.13

10. Problems in interactions with clients or
patients 1.56 0.82 0.00 −0.05 −0.06 −0.14 0.04 −0.19 −0.17 0.16 0.46 0.21 0.30 0.18 0.06 0.53 −0.06

11. Ambiguity, insecurity, loss of control 1.9 0.98 −0.03 −0.27 −0.15 −0.29 0.00 −0.37 –
0.19 0.45 0.56 0.30 0.58 0.52 −0.21 0.76 −0.22

12. Conflicts and communication problems 1.6 0.83 −0.07 −0.18 −0.16 −0.40 0.01 −0.34 −0.31 0.59 0.55 0.39 0.67 0.67 −0.25 0.83 −0.26

13. Managerial and internal problems,
organizational climate 1.63 0.92 −0.09 −0.15 −0.11 −0.33 −0.06 −0.47 −0.28 0.38 0.28 0.24 0.65 0.65 −0.26 0.71 −0.27

14. Positive events 2.63 0.68 0.09 0.05 0.77 0.86 0.64 0.82 0.86 −0.22 −0.25 −0.14 −0.27 −0.32 −0.33 −0.26 0.72
15. Negative events 1.72 0.59 −0.08 −0.19 −0.20 −0.40 −0.03 −0.41 −0.29 0.68 0.72 0.55 0.83 0.88 0.74 −0.35 −0.29

16. Work engagement 2.42 1.05 0.01 0.09 0.50 0.61 0.45 0.70 0.66 −0.27 −0.12 −0.10 −0.28 −
0.27 −0.33 0.75 −0.32

Note: Correlations above the diagonal are person-level correlations in the full sample (n = 135). Correlations below the diagonal are person-level correlations in the matched sample (n = 101). Correlations in bold
type are significant at p < 0.05. a 0 male, 1 female; b for gender and age n = 131 (full sample) and n = 99 (matched sample). Bold font indiciates significant correlations.
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2.3. Measures

We applied short versions of validated scales adapted to the purposes of our study.
Participants rated aspects on 5-point Likert scales to indicate the frequency of experiences
during the recent workweek. Unless stated otherwise, response options ranged from 1
(“never during this week”) to 5 (“several times a day”).

2.3.1. Positive Work and Negative Work Events during the Workweek

We measured work events within the recent workweek on Friday afternoon using
eleven items from the work-events checklist, which covers the work-events clusters identi-
fied by Ohly and Schmitt [7]. The work-event checklist consists of 13 items, two of which
refer to events not directly related to the job (negative events: bad news in employees’
private lives and health problems). Given the focus and theoretical rationale of the present
study, we confined analyses to a set of eleven items, which were explicitly job-related.
However, we included the off-job events in the supplemental analyses. Five items tapped
into positive events during the current workweek. Sample items are “Did you get con-
fronted with positive but unexpected news or information (e.g., a promotion or a new work
order)?” and “Did you receive a positive feedback or a thank from anyone (e.g., supervisor,
colleagues or customers)?” We applied six items to capture negative events within the
recent workweek. Sample items are, “Did you experience any conflicts or communication
problems with colleagues?” and “Did you experience a situation that negatively affected
the working climate and the cooperation among the employees/colleagues in your depart-
ment/your company (e.g., dismissal of a colleague, issues dealing with the supervisor,
unsuccessful team meetings)?” Multilevel McDonald’s Omega for positive events is 0.69
at the intraindividual level and 0.83 at the interindividual level. Multilevel McDonald’s
Omega for negative events is 0.58 at the intraindividual level and 0.73 at the interindividual
level. Although reliability is important for measures in general, it is less so with regard to
factual information such as the one we assessed ((How often) Did the event occur?). Given
that work events are formative rather than reflective constructs coefficient alphas or omegas
are not optimal for judging reliability [52]. For instance, experiencing high levels of conflict
does not necessarily imply high levels of ambiguity or organizational changes at the same time.
Keeping this in mind, the reliability of the work-events measures seems to be adequate.

2.3.2. Work Engagement during the Workweek

We applied a brief three-item measure to capture work engagement based on the
UWES-9 items (Utrecht Work Engagement Scale) [53]. Preliminary analyses based on
cross-sectional data from the baseline survey of the present study using the UWES-9
items (Utrecht Work Engagement Scale) [53] suggested that all items loaded on one factor
(see [54] on the structure of the UWES) and, in our study, the three highest loading items
captured engagement as reliable as the UWES-9 in our baseline survey (r UWES9-UWES3
= 0.97). We applied the following items: “During this week, I was enthusiastic about my
job” (dedication dimension); “During this week, I was immersed in my work” (absorption
dimension); and “During this week, I got carried away when I was working” (absorption
dimension). We calculated multilevel alphas for work engagement following procedures
introduced by [55], implemented in R by [56]. Alphas for work engagement were 0.84 at
the intraindividual level and 0.96 at the interindividual level. Given that alpha has been
criticized for several reasons, we report MacDonald’s Omega as an alternative measure
of reliability [57]. Omegas were 0.84 and 0.96 at the intraindividual level and at the
interindividual level, respectively. Applying the factor analytic procedure outlined below,
we found that the three items yielded standardized loadings ranging from 0.75 to 0.82 at
the intraindividual level and 0.89 to 0.99 at the interindividual level. The consistently high
to very high factor loadings provide evidence that our measure of work engagement is
reliable and taps into a single construct.
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2.4. Analytic Strategy

We examined the reliabilities of the focal measures by means of multilevel confirmatory
factor analysis applying the lavaan library in R [58]. We estimated models applying the
robust maximum likelihood estimator (MLR), which is recommended for non-normally
distributed data [59]. We applied the semTools library in R [60] to estimate multilevel
reliabilities inferred from the focal confirmatory factor analysis models.

In focal analyses, we applied multilevel modeling [61] to account for the dependence of
repeated observations. We applied the “nlme” package for R [62]. As weekly observations
were nested within persons, we specified two-level models. Work engagement yielded
an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC(1)) of 0.61. In our focal analyses, predictors
at the week-level (Level-1) were centered around the person-mean [63]. Given that we
expected relationships between predictors and criteria to vary across persons, we specified
random effects for all focal predictors. We controlled for the Level 2-effects of our focal
predictors [16,64,65] and entered the person-means of positive and negative events for
each person to predict the intercept of work engagement. The person-mean of positive
or negative events captures the amount of work events experienced over the period of
15 weeks. Including the person-mean of positive and negative work events at Level 2 offers
the advantage of being able to differentiate between differences at the interindividual level
and the focal short-term effects at the intraindividual level [66]. Our model is equivalent to
what Kreft et al. call a CWC2 model [67]. That is, a model applying predictors centered
within context (CWC) and including the cluster-mean (2).

To analyze the mid-term effects of frequent exposure to work events over time, we
specified growth curve models using multilevel modeling. We followed the steps rec-
ommended by [68] for growth curve modeling using a multilevel modeling approach in
R. We specified linear changes (decrease or increase) in work engagement over time as
a random slope of time in weeks predicting these outcomes. Significant random effects
indicate that employees differ in the rate of change in the respective outcome variable.
We also probed quadratic and cubic trajectories for exploratory purposes. We then added
the person-means of positive and negative work events as cross-level moderators, which
tests whether differences in the trajectory of work engagement (slope of time) can be
explained by the amount of positive and negative events experienced by each person over
time. Whereas the person-means as covariates depict differences in characteristic average
levels of work engagement due to frequent exposure to work events, the trajectories can be
interpreted as increases or decreases in weekly work engagement over time.

3. Results

In a first step, we examined whether each type of positive and negative work events
had occurred or not (once or several times versus not at all during the workweek) and how
frequently these events had occurred over the course of the 15 weeks. With regard to posi-
tive events we found that positive events occurred more frequently than negative events.
Positive events ranged from more than 335 occurrences (work-related good news) to more
than 828 occurrences (goal attainment, problem-solving, and task-related success). Nega-
tive events ranged from more than 327 occurrences (problems in interactions with clients) to
more than 460 occurrences (ambiguity, insecurity, and loss of control). Average frequencies
for each type of event are displayed in Table 1 for descriptive purposes. Whereas positive
events occurred on average several times a week, negative events occurred on average less
than once a week during the period studied.

In the second step, we ran multilevel factor analyses to examine the reliability of the
focal measures. We specified a three-factor model (positive events, negative events, work
engagement) homologous across levels of analysis. That is, we specified a three-factor
model at the intraindividual level and a three-factor model at the interindividual level [66].
We compared the model fit of a three-factor model to alternative models, such as a single-
factor model and a two-factor model with work events and engagement loading on distinct
factors. We found that the three-factor model achieved an acceptable fit as reflected in
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Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.945, Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) = 0.932, Root Mean Square
Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.035, and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual
(SRMR) within = 0.053 and SRMR between = 0.081. The three-factor model fit the data better
than the alternative models (Delta χ2 > 144.55, p < 0.001).

3.1. Short-Term Effects of Work Events

Addressing the first set of hypotheses, we specified Model 1, in which work engage-
ment (in week n) was regressed on the main effects of concurrent (week n) and lagged work
events (week n−1), the interactions among positive events (satiation or intensification) and
among negative events (adaptation or sensitization). We found that models, including
auto-regressive and heteroscedasticity specification, did not improve model fit [68] and did
not alter the pattern of results. Therefore, we omitted these specifications from the focal
models. Results are depicted in Table 3. We found a positive relationship between positive
events during the workweek and work engagement in the same week (γ = 0.74, t = 12.52,
p < 0.001) at the intraindividual level. Concurrent negative events were unrelated to work
engagement (γ = 0.07, t = 0.86, p > 0.10). We did not find evidence for the lagged main ef-
fects of work events from week n−1 to week n. That is, neither positive nor negative events
carried over to affect work engagement from one week to the next. Furthermore, concurrent
positive events did not interact with lagged positive events (γ = −0.07, t = −0.61, p > 0.10).
Hence, in contrast to Hypothesis 1, we found neither sensitization nor satiation effects of
positive events. In a similar way, concurrent negative events did not significantly interact
with lagged negative events to predict work engagement (γ = −0.07, t = −0.07, p > 0.10).
Hence, in contrast to Hypothesis 2, we found neither sensitization nor satiation effects of
negative events. Repeated exposure to positive events does not change the way positive
events affect work engagement in the next week. The same holds for negative events.

Table 3. Results from Multilevel Analysis Predicting Work Engagement.

Parameter Model 1 Model 2

γ SE t γ SE t

Level 2 (person-level)
Intercept 2.44 0.07 33.62 2.43 0.07 33.50

Person-mean positive events 1.21 0.13 9.64 *** 1.21 0.12 9.70 ***
Person-mean negative events −0.12 0.13 −0.92 −0.13 0.13 −0.97

Level 1 (week-level)
Time 0.00 0.01 0.33 0.00 0.01 0.43

Positive events (lagged week n−1) 0.03 0.06 0.49 0.03 0.06 0.57
Negative events (lagged week n−1) 0.02 0.08 0.24 −0.02 0.08 −0.20

Positive events (week n) 0.74 0.06 12.52 *** 0.72 0.06 12.12 ***
Negative events (week n) 0.07 0.08 0.86 0.06 0.08 0.77

Interactions
Positive events x lagged positive events −0.07 0.11 −0.61 −0.09 0.12 −0.76

Negative events x lagged negative events −0.02 0.20 −0.07 −0.05 0.20 −0.24
Positive x lagged negative events 0.40 0.15 2.69 **
Negative events x lagged positive 0.10 0.17 0.59

Variance components
Level 2 intercept variance 0.32 0.33

Positive events slope variance 0.01 0.02
Negative events slope variance 0.02 0.01

Lagged negative events slope variance 0.06 0.06
Level 1 intercept variance 0.26 0.25

Deviance (df ) 920.43 (21) 913.27 * (23)
AIC 962.43 959.27
BIC 1050.51 1055.74

Note. SE = standard error. df = degrees of freedom. * p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. Deviance = (−2 Residual Log Likelihood).
AIC = Akaike information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion.
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Addressing Hypotheses 3 (contrast after negative events) and 4 (buffering effect),
we examined the interactions of lagged negative events x current positive events and of
lagged positive events x current negative events. In line with Hypothesis 3, we found that
lagged negative events and concurrent positive events interact to predict work engagement
(γ = −39, t = 2.36, p = 0.008). The pattern of the interaction is depicted in Figure 2 and
suggests that frequent negative events in the last week amplify the positive association
between positive events and work engagement in the current week (Simple slopes: γ low
negative events = 0.60, t = 7.70, p < 0.001, γ high negative events = 0.86, t = 11.41, p < 0.001).
Gains in work engagement at the week-level due to positive events are greatest in weeks
when many negative events have preceded in the week before. In contrast to Hypothesis 4,
lagged positive events did not change the effects of concurrent negative events (γ = 0.11,
t = 0.67, p > 0.10). In sum, our results are compatible with the basic idea of a contrast effect
after negative events. However, we did not find evidence for sensitization or satiation
effects across weeks.
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3.2. Mid-Term Changes in Work Engagement Due to Work Events

Results from linear growth curve models predicting changes in work engagement
over time are shown in Table 4 (Growth Model 1). In a first step, we found a significant
negative effect of time (γ = −0.01, t = −2.05, p = 0.04), indicating that, on average, work
engagement slightly decreased over the period of four months. Given that we found
significant slope variance, we considered the frequency of positive and negative events
over time as cross-level moderators in Growth Model 2. In line with Hypothesis 5, positive
events were predictive of the slope of time (γ = 0.03, t = 1.97, p = 0.04). In contrast, negative
events did not contribute to explain slopes in work engagement over time (γ = −0.02,
t = −1.13, p > 0.10). The trajectories of work engagement over time dependent upon
accumulation of positive events are depicted in Figure 3. Inspection of the slopes reveals
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that lower frequencies of positive events over time are related to steeper decreases in work
engagement over time, whereas work engagement remains constant when a high frequency
of positive events occurs. Further inspection of simple slopes using tools developed by [69]
suggests that work engagement decreases when the frequency of positive events over time
is close to the grand-mean or below and that work engagement might even increase when
very high frequencies of positive events are present (region of significance −0.01 > w > 1.57)
(simple slopes: γ low positive events = −0.03, t = 2.97, p < 0.01, γ high positive events
= −0.00, t = 0.04, p > 0.10). Besides the trajectories over time, the person-mean of positive
events was also predictive of the intercept (γ = 0.98, t = 8.36, p < 0.001). That is, differences
in individual “characteristic average levels” [21] of work engagement were attributable to
the frequency of positive events over time. Work engagement was higher for individuals
who experienced positive events more frequently over the period of four months.

Table 4. Growth Curve Modeling Analysis Predicting Trajectories of Work Engagement Over Time.

Parameter Growth Model 1 Growth Model 2

γ SE t γ SE t

Level 2 (person-level)
Intercept 2.48 0.06 38.36 2.47 0.06 38.63

Person-mean positive events 1.11 0.10 11.58 *** 0.98 0.12 8.36 ***
Person-mean negative events −0.18 0.11 −1.70 −0.11 0.13 −0.91

Level 1 (week-level)
Time −0.01 0.01 −2.05 * −0.01 0.01 −2.20 *

Cross-level interactions
Person-mean positive events x time 0.03 0.01 1.97 *
Person-mean negative events x time −0.02 0.02 −1.13

Variance components
Level 2 intercept variance 0.34 0.33

Time slope variance 0.00 0.00
Level 1 intercept variance 0.39 0.39

Deviance (df ) 1857.86 *** (8) 1850.93 * (10)
AIC 1873.86 1870.93
BIC 1911.82 1918.37

Note: SE = standard error. df = degrees of freedom. * p < 0.05. *** p < 0.001. Deviance = (−2 Residual Log Likelihood). AIC = Akaike
information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion.

3.3. Additional Analyses

We ran several additional analyses to scrutinize the robustness of our results, address
potential alternative explanations, and explore additional issues related to the link between
work events and work engagement. First, to rule out systematic bias due to missing data,
we reran Models 1–4 using subsamples of participants, who had provided either at least 8
(n = 51) or 10 (n = 39) out of 15 weekly reports. The pattern of results did not differ from
those of our focal analyses. That is, all main and interactions effects remained significant.
These findings suggest that the number of missing observations did not systematically
affect the focal results, implying that the focal effects are robust. Models using a subsample
of participants who provided at least 12 reports per person yielded convergence problems
in Model 2 due to the low number of participants (n = 20) and fall below the threshold for
minimum sample sizes at Level 2. Detailed results of the supplemental analyses will be
provided by the first author upon request.

Second, in our focal analyses, we have combined different types of positive events to
a global measure of positive events and then applied the same strategy to negative events.
This approach serves to draw comparisons with prior research that has distinguished between
positive versus negative events in general terms. However, in the present study, we applied
an 11-item work-events checklist that also included two items referring to off-the-job events,
namely health-related problems and negative news in employees’ private lives.
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This allows for a more fine-grained analysis of the relative strength of the association
between work events and work engagement. Whereas prior research only indicates that
positive events tend to be beneficial for work engagement, the present study aimed to
determine which types of events may be most relevant for work engagement at the week-
level and hence, which classes of events are actual drivers of work engagement. Following
a similar analytic strategy as in prior research on the comprehensive work-events taxon-
omy [7], we ran multilevel models and regressed work engagement at the week-level on all
types of work events. We applied the full sample for these analyses and specified random
intercepts and fixed slopes for each type of work event because the sample sizes at both
levels of analysis did not permit specifying eleven random slopes within the same model.
The results are displayed in Table 5. In essence, we found almost all types of positive work
events uniquely contribute to explain the variance in week-level work engagement. More
specifically, goal attainment events (γ = 0.23, t = 6.69, p < 0.001); passively experienced pos-
itive events (γ = 0.16, t = 5.59, p < 0.001); and episodes of praise, appreciation, and positive
feedback (γ = 0.20, t = 6.45, p < 0.001) were positively related to levels of work engagement.
Furthermore, perceived competence through social interactions was significantly related to
higher levels of work engagement at the week-level too (γ = 0.07, t = 1.97, p = 0.049), albeit
the coefficient was a bit lower than for other work events. By contrast, negative events were
unrelated to week-level work engagement, except for episodes of ambiguity, insecurity,
and loss of control. Interestingly, the coefficient for this type of negative work event was
positive rather than negative (γ = 0.07, t = 2.11, p = 0.034. Hence, this type of negative
event contributes to enhance, rather than diminish, work engagement, when considered in
concert with all other types of work events. As the other negative work events, negative
off-job events did not yield significant associations with work engagement. The consistent
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evidence across all types of positive (negative) events supports our approach of forming
composite scores for positive and negative events, respectively.

Table 5. Results from Multilevel Analysis Predicting Work Engagement by Specific Positive and Negative Events Within the
Same Week.

Parameter Model 3

γ SE t

Level 1 (week-level)
Intercept 2.37 0.08 28.38

Time 0.00 0.01 0.46
Goal attainment, problem-solving, task-related success 0.23 0.03 6.70 ***
Perceived competence in or through social interactions 0.07 0.03 1.97 *

Work-related good news 0.05 0.03 1.58
Passively experienced positive events 0.16 0.03 5.59 ***
Praise, appreciation, positive feedback 0.20 0.03 6.45 ***

Technical difficulties, problems with work tools and equipment 0.00 0.03 0.17
Health complaints −0.01 0.02 −0.30

Private issues −0.02 0.03 −0.51
Hindrances in goal attainment, obstacles in completing work tasks,

overload −0.04 0.03 −1.52

Problems in interactions with clients or patients 0.03 0.04 0.80
Ambiguity, insecurity, loss of control 0.07 0.03 2.12 *

Conflicts and communication problems −0.01 0.04 −0.25
Managerial and internal problems, organizational climate 0.03 0.03 0.10

Variance components
Level 2 intercept variance 0.77

Time slope variance 0.00
Level 1 intercept variance 0.27

Deviance (df ) 1693.77 (19)
AIC 1731.77
BIC 1821.91

Note: SE = standard error. df = degrees of freedom. * p < 0.05. *** p < 0.001. Deviance = (−2 Residual Log Likelihood). AIC = Akaike
information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion.

Third, our study provides the opportunity to assess whether associations between
positive work events and work engagement within the same week are due to common
method bias only. More specifically, we leveraged the matched sample and ran an alterna-
tive version of Model 2 regressing work engagement in week n on positive and negative
work events in week n, lagged positive and negative work events in week n−1 controlling
for work engagement in week n-1. In other words, we controlled for prior levels of the
outcome variable when predicting week-level work engagement. Finding significant asso-
ciations between our focal predictors and work engagement under these circumstances
would facilitate the interpretation of results as work events predicting changes in work
engagement rather than both phenomena co-occurring at the same time. The results are
presented in Table 6. In essence, we found the same pattern of results as in our focal
analyses. That is, the main effect of positive work events at Level 1 (γ = 0.72, t = 12.19,
p < 0.001) and the interaction at Level 1 remained significant (γ = 0.37, t = 2.43, p = 0.015).
Not surprisingly, previous week’s work engagement was positively linked to current
week’s work engagement (γ = 0.27, t = 6.29, p < 0.001). Of note however, the inclusion of
work engagement from the previous week resulted in a significant lagged effect of positive
events in week n-1 on work engagement in week n (γ = -.19, t = –2.85, p = 0.005).
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Table 6. Results from Multilevel Analysis Predicting Work Engagement in Week n Controlling for Work Engagement in
Week n − 1.

Parameter Model 4

γ SE t

Level 2 (person-level)
Intercept 1.78 0.12 14.75

Person-mean positive events 0.90 0.11 8.16 ***
Person-mean negative events −0.09 0.10 −0.91

Level 1 (week-level)
Time 0.00 0.01 0.27

Positive events (lagged week n − 1) −0.19 0.07 −2.85 *
Negative events (lagged week n − 1) −0.05 0.08 −0.60

Positive events (week n) 0.73 0.06 12.19 ***
Negative events (week n) 0.03 0.08 0.37

Work Engagement (lagged week n − 1) 0.27 0.04 6.29 ***
Interactions

Positive events x lagged positive events −0.05 0.12 −0.45
Negative events x lagged negative events 0.02 0.21 0.08

Positive x lagged negative events 0.37 0.15 2.43 *
Negative events x lagged positive 0.08 0.18 0.46

Variance components
Level 2 intercept variance 0.17

Positive events slope variance 0.01
Negative events slope variance 0.04

Lagged negative events slope variance 0.07
Level 1 intercept variance 0.27

Deviance (df ) 889.48 (24)
AIC 937.48
BIC 1038.14

Note: SE = standard error. df = degrees of freedom. * p < 0.05. *** p < 0.001. Deviance = (−2 Residual Log Likelihood). AIC = Akaike
information criterion. BIC = Bayesian information criterion.

Fourth, we probed whether positive and negative events interact within the same week
to predict work engagement. This perspective would be in line with the perspective of prior
research on work events that has not accounted for the order of events (e.g., [20]). Moreover,
this kind of concurrent work-events interaction corresponds to the perspective taken in
experience-sampling research on job demands and resources. We specified an alternative
version of Model 2 including the interaction of positive x negative events within the same
week. In essence, when analyzing the full sample, we found evidence for a positive
link between positive events and work engagement at the week-level (γ = 0.69, t = 13.35,
p < 0.001) and that positive and negative events interact to predict work engagement
(γ = −0.31, t = –2.76, p = 0.006). An inspection of the simple slopes confirmed that negative
events alleviate the link of positive events and work engagement within the same week.
However, an analysis of concurrent interactions across two consecutive weeks in the
matched sample (including all combinations of positive events, negative events, lagged
positive events, and lagged negative events) revealed no interactions of concurrent positive
and negative events within the same week (γ = −13, t = −0.83, p = 0.41). The results of
these supplemental analyses suggest that the pattern of interaction of concurrent positive
and negative events is opposite to the pattern of interaction when taking into account the
order of events. Negative events alleviate the link between positive events when measured
concurrently with positive events. However, negative events amplify the link between
positive events and work engagement when measured prior to positive events.

Finally, we complemented our growth modeling analyses and examined whether
positive and negative events accumulate in the long run to explain interindividual differ-
ences in work engagement. To infer accumulation, we estimated so-called emergent or
compositional effects leveraging multilevel modeling procedures [61,67,70,71]. In the case
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of intensified longitudinal data, emergent effects refer to between-person differences in
the outcome variable that can be attributed to between-person differences in the predictor
variable over time. We estimated the emergent effects of positive (negative) events by
subtracting the within-person from the between-persons effect, that is, holding constant
the momentary weekly level of positive (negative) events, respectively. The emergent effect
reflects the expected difference in work engagement between two persons who have the
same frequency of positive (negative) events in a given week but who differ by one unit of
the overall level of positive (negative) events. We expected that even if two persons report
similar levels of positive (negative) events in a particular week, their work engagement
might differ depending on the frequency of work events experienced over four months.
We found a positive emergent effect of positive events (γ = 0.38, t = 3.67, p < 0.001) and
a negative emergent effect of negative events (γ = -.64, t = −4.01, p < 0.001). That is,
experiencing positive events more frequently over time is associated with higher levels of
work engagement. Experiencing negative events more frequently over time is associated
with lower levels of work engagement.

4. Discussion

In this study, we have examined how positive and negative events dynamically
interact to predict fluctuations in work engagement from week to week. Notably, we
have added a temporal component [19], which might resolve inconsistent findings in prior
research. Furthermore, our study is among the first to explicitly consider whether the
accumulation of work events is predictive of the mid-term trajectories of work engagement
over a period of four months. Our approach complements prior research on job demands
and resources as more distal feature-oriented antecedents of work engagement, such as
time pressure or autonomy [12,72], and provides a more nuanced picture of the interplay
of positive and negative events over time.

First, our results extend prior research, which has reported that negative events may,
under certain circumstances, be beneficial for work engagement, dependent upon what
happens afterwards [19]. The present study contributes to clarify the dynamics underlying
these seemingly paradoxical effects [17]. Specifically, our results suggest that the occurrence
of positive events is tightly related to high levels of work engagement and that current
positive events affect work engagement particularly in the light of recent negative events.
High levels of work engagement result from a contrast that evolves when experiencing
positive events in the aftermath of negative events. The amplifying effect of recent nega-
tive events on the association between current positive events and work engagement is
consistent with research on the affective-shift model of work engagement [19] and is also
in line with the interplay of job demands and job resources as postulated in job demands-
resources theory [6]. However, taking into account the order of positive and negative
events provides a more differentiated picture. Whereas recent negative events interacted
with current positive events, recent positive events did not interact with current negative
events to predict work engagement. So, the timing of positive and negative events may
play a crucial role. In this sense, our results illustrate the value of studying the experience
of work through the lens of work events and taking the order of events into account. Our
results suggest that, for instance, experiencing support after struggling with overload
results in different levels of work engagement than facing overload in the aftermath of
support. In feature-oriented research on job demands and resources, researchers usually
do not account for this distinction. The results suggest that we need to consider these
temporal aspects to avoid inconsistent results in the future. Our supplemental analyses
show that, while negative events alleviate the link between positive events and week-level
work engagement, negative events amplify the link between positive events and work
engagement, when negative events precede positive events. In this sense, our study may
help explain why interactions of demands and resources have emerged in some studies but
have not been found in other studies applying feature-oriented approaches to the interplay
of job characteristics measured concurrently. One reason for these inconsistencies may be
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that measures applied in feature-oriented research neglect the temporal order of relevant
events and result in mixed findings, depending on which timeframe employees have in
mind when thinking about time pressure, organizational constraints, perceived progress
towards goal attainment, or praise from their supervisor.

Given that we did not find sensitization or satiation effects either for positive or for
negative events, obviously, gains in work engagement do not result from a contrast between
currently low frequencies of negative events versus high frequencies of negative events in
the previous week (adaptation). In the same way, the positive events of the previous week
do not alter the impact of this week’s positive events on work engagement (intensification),
but negative events of the previous week do. Importantly, whereas positive events yielded
strong direct short-term associations with work engagement, negative events merely
acted as the background for positive events, which amplifies the gains due to positive
events—a pattern similar to the effects of positive events on fatigue in the face of high
job demands [20]. Furthermore, our analysis of lagged effects from one week to the next
suggests that work events apparently do not directly carry over from the previous week
to the next week. Associations of positive and negative events with work engagement
found in prior day-level research [15,19], therefore, seem to reflect short-lived effects, which
fade out rather quickly within a couple of hours [3]. Admittedly, our measures of work
events were focused on mundane, rather than exceptional, work events and therefore, may
underestimate how long the beneficial or detrimental effects may actually last. The impact
of work events varies as a function of event strength and event duration [1,73]. For instance,
the impact of novel or highly disruptive events like psychological contract breach [37]
may not fade out after a couple of hours or days but will likely take longer [1]. Our
supplemental analyses on the unique links of work events with work engagement within
the same week suggest that almost all types of positive events quite consistently covary
with work engagement.

Second, we rigorously tested whether work events yield sustained—and hence, prac-
tically meaningful—significant changes in employee engagement [21]. More specifically,
our approach taps into accumulation effects over time. Given that knowledge about accu-
mulation effects and the timing of both positive and negative events is scarce, our results
add to current theoretical perspectives [1,73]. We found that, on average, work engage-
ment tends to decrease, and frequent exposure to positive events over time is associated
with slower rates of change over time or constantly high levels of work engagement. For
a high frequency of positive events, a flat linear trend results, a pattern described as a
“passageway trajectory” in the literature (cf. [25]). The general downward trend is in line
with the notion that work is associated with investment and thereby, the consumption of
resources over time. Our results are in line with research that has provided evidence for
“some downward pressure on the general upward trend” [25]. This downward trend is also
consistent with declining trajectories in variables related to work engagement. For instance,
the organizational socialization [74,75] and voluntary turnover literature [76] literature
suggests that there may be slow declining trajectories after being very enthusiastic as
a newcomer, for instance, due to the accumulation of minor events. Interestingly, our
results imply that this downward trend may be compensated for by a high frequency of
positive events. By contrast, in our study, negative events did not accumulate to affect work
engagement over time. This finding has important implications for understanding the role
of positive events for building and sustaining high levels of engagement. Sustained high
levels of work engagement over time are dependent upon being fed by frequent positive
experiences. In the absence of continuous reinforcement [25], work engagement is likely
to fade and decline quite substantially within the daily grind. In this sense, particularly
positive events can be considered key drivers to maintaining and fostering engagement.

4.1. Practical Implications

From a practical perspective, our findings suggest that single mundane work events
have short-term effects on employee work engagement. Positive events have the potential
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to foster work engagement, and this effect is more pronounced in the aftermath of negative
events. However, the frequent occurrence of mundane positive events accumulates to
sustain the level of work engagement over periods of several weeks or months. According
to our results, in the face of adversity, creating opportunities for positive events afterwards
is superior to avoiding the occurrence of additional negative events. Supervisors might
acknowledge their followers’ progress towards goal accomplishment as an element of
routine communication [77] to foster positive events. Our suggestion coincides with facets
of transactional leadership, such as contingent reward and proactive forms of management
by exception [78], and stresses the importance of these leadership behaviors in daily job
routine. In more general terms, organizations might develop structures and routines
that facilitate positive events at work to happen. For instance, adequate job design [79]
and optimal employee training are likely to contribute to experiencing successful task
completion and positive feedback from others. Beyond goal attainment and successful
mastery of job tasks, team meetings have a high potential to act as opportunities for positive
social exchange that might feed work engagement (see [7]).

4.2. Strengths and Limitations

The key strength of the present study is that we applied an intensified longitudinal
design over a period of four months and rigorous methods for analyzing data. A series of
robustness checks and supplemental analyses were conducted to qualify our core results.
However, the present study relied on self-reported data only. Furthermore the week-level
design implied that retrospective reports referred to overall assessments of the entire
workweek, an approach that may come at the cost of retrospective bias [80]. On the other
hand, we aimed to extend the analysis beyond very short day-level periods, because we
intended to capture the impact of rare but potentially powerful events, [29] and we intended
to link transient processes to longer-term processes [21]. For instance, quits by colleagues
or significant positive team events (e.g., an informal gathering for the celebration of a
colleague’s birthday) do not usually occur within a few days but may be important aspects
of organizational life [1]; such events are likely to be overlooked in episodic or day-level
studies. The relatively low prevalence of negative events of less than one occurrence of
each type of negative event per week on average (see Table 1) suggests that the mid-term
time-frame of several weeks to months is in line with the relatively rare occurrence of
work events that are strong enough to yield sustainable effects over time. Moreover, the
results of our supplemental analyses suggest that the associations between positive work
events and work engagement within the same week are not purely a result of method-
variance [81]. The results held when we controlled for prior levels of work engagement.
Although, researchers have recently suggested that affective events may be the results
of affective experiences, rather than the other way around [82], the idea of work events
affecting affective states, such as work engagement, is consistent with the basic tenets of
affective events theory [13]. The results of the present study are compatible with this more
traditional view.

Because responses were anonymous, participation was voluntary, and respondents
held a wide variety of jobs, we think that our sampling strategy is largely comparable
to other psychological studies. However, our sample is not representative of the general
working population, so it is unclear how the study findings generalize to other samples.
Moreover, we have a high percentage of missing data. We obtained weekly reports for
roughly half of the theoretically possible number of observations. This limitation is due
to the high number of repeated observations within our ambitious design (fifteen diary
surveys in total), which covered a period of almost four months. However, our random
coefficient modeling approach does not hinge on listwise deletion and is able to handle
missing data. On average, each participant still provided more than six (and nearly
five lagged) observations covering periods of at least two months. Furthermore, our
supplemental analyses suggest that our results are not dependent upon the number of
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missing observations. Taken together, we believe that our results are valid despite the
missing data.

Although, our study is among the first to study events based on the work events
taxonomy by Ohly and Schmitt [7], we have not distinguished between different clusters
of work events (e.g., goal attainment versus praise or perceived competence) in our focal
analyses. Consequently, rather than doing a fine-grained analysis of interactions among
the five specific positive and six specific negative work-related event clusters identified,
our study is meant to provide insights on the general patterns of how positive and negative
events (irrespective of their specific content) interact to predict work engagement (for a
similar approach, see [19]).

On a related note, several authors [1,73] have argued that the strength of events varies
as a function of novelty, disruption, and criticality and should be considered to understand
the impact of particular events with regard to individual level or organizational level
outcomes. We did not monitor and incorporate these kinds of event characteristics in
this study as our focus was on the dynamic interplay of the quantity of work events over
time. However, we consider our study a first step towards a better understanding of the
dynamics of work events per se.

4.3. Implications for Future Research

Although our study has addressed several gaps in the literature, a couple of unresolved
issues remain to be considered in future research. While some researchers have found
negative events to predict lower levels of work engagement [14] (see also Table 3 in [18]),
we did not find that negative events had any direct or lagged effects, on average. This
inconsistency may have been due to differences in the ways work events were measured
(open answer format versus event checklist) or differences in the time lags applied (day-
level versus week-level) [3]. For instance, Bone and colleagues [24] provided evidence that
the impact of work events on employee health may differ quite substantially depending
upon whether data are analyzed at the episodic or at the day-level. Accordingly, it may not
be straightforward to generalize results from day-level research to longer time frames [83].
In the present study, it was not clear whether negative events had no affect on work
engagement whatsoever or whether their effects simply faded out before work engagement
was assessed at the end of the workweek [3]. Day-level data collected over a period of
several weeks would allow researchers to gain a clearer picture of how long it takes until the
effects of work events unfold or fade out [84]. A combination of day-level and week-level
perspectives would further close the gap between transient processes and the longer-term
processes discussed above [21]. As noted above, tracking indicators of event strength
alongside event frequency could further reconcile contradictory findings and integrate the
research on work events into event system theory [1].

On a related note, work events are discrete by definition and are meant to fundamen-
tally and sustainably change the experience of work. Significant work events may even
be triggers of transition processes, rather than predictors of minor short-term fluctuations
in work engagement [13]. In this sense, future experience sampling research might apply
discontinuous growth modeling approaches to account for the discrete nature of (rare
but potentially powerful affective) events [76] and study shifts in work engagement, in
addition to day-level fluctuation [85].

Furthermore, Koopmann, et al. [86] found that regulatory focus mediates the short-
term effects of positive and negative events on employee strain. Drawing on this research
and further advancing discontinuous perspectives, future research may also explore the
role of shifts of regulatory focus in work engagement fluctuations. Although we have
illustrated the dynamic interplay of positive and negative events using examples of events,
which may refer to the same task (e.g., struggling with obstacles in a certain task in one
week and successfully finishing the task in the consecutive week), we did not track whether
the positive events in one week actually were related to the negative events in the preceding
workweek. Future research might scrutinize whether compensatory effects are dependent
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upon a link between the positive and lagged negative events. Furthermore, personality
traits, such as positive affectivity, might influence the relationships between positive and
negative events, their interplay, and work engagement [19], which needs to be taken into
account in future studies.

We have addressed how the repeated occurrence of positive and negative events might
accumulate over weeks to months, although our analysis of sensitization and satiation
effects across two consecutive weeks yielded no support for a build-up of such effects in the
short run. However, we found that the frequent occurrence of positive events is associated
with sustained higher levels of work engagement. By contrast, we found emergent effects of
both positive and negative events on work engagement at the interindividual level. That is,
reporting more positive (negative) events over time is associated with higher (lower) levels
of work engagement, even when controlling for momentary levels of positive (negative)
work events. Illies and colleagues [21] have emphasized that it is important to explain how
transient processes are linked (and lead) to longer-term consequences in terms of employee
well-being. Our results suggest that the occurrence of positive and negative events is
associated with meaningful differences in work engagement over time. However, we can
neither rule out third variables that might explain this link, nor can we establish causality
with the correlational data at hand. Future research may take an episodic approach to
accumulation effects [87] and leverage linear and discontinuous growth modeling [88]
to study build-up effects in a more rigorous way. Our results suggest that positive and
negative events yield practically relevant effects and predict interindividual differences
in work engagement on the long run (emergent effect) [70,89,90]. Hence, positive and
negative events are probably a good starting point to study accumulation effects with
regard to work engagement.

5. Conclusions

Our study adds a temporal component to the research of work events and work
engagement. More specifically, we provide evidence that recent negative events amplify
the beneficial effects of current positive events on work engagement. Hence, studying the
experience of work through the lens of work events over time [1] improves our under-
standing of the contingencies and the dynamic interplay that determine work engagement.
Furthermore, this study links transient processes to longer-term processes underlying
engagement and shows that positive events accumulate to feed continuously high levels of
work engagement over periods of several months. Overall, our study provides insights
into how work events combine to affect work engagement over time. Notably, our results
on mid-term changes in work engagement underscore the practical relevance of work
events for employee well-being. We hope our study contributes to provide insights into
the vital worker and will inspire further research on what happens at work through the
lens of work events in the future.
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